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PUBLIC DISCUBBION

This portion of the panel discussion was open to audience
participation. Individuals were instructed by the chairman to
identify themselves and then either make a comment or direct a
question to one of the panelists.

Richard Grigg, Chairman: The discussian is now apen to the
audience.

John Carroll: I'm John Carroll, a former state Legislator
here in Hawaii. I suppose Wadsworth Yee, Alika Cooper, and Prank
Goto, and perhaps James Whatton will want to give me a thrashing
after this comment but nonetheless. First of all, I' ve had the
legislative experience of trying to introduce aver a 10-year
periad measures which were designed to protect resources in the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands and I was delighted ta hear Mr.
MacDonald's comments because they seem to be diametrically
apposed to what I heard in the legislative sessions during the
time that I was there. I introduced legislation particularly
with respect to the protection af lobster populations and during
that time, which was between 1976 and 1978, testimony was pre-
sented against the bill by Skip Naftel, Leo Ohai, and others.
About 3 years aga Leo Ohai came forward with a log book showing
catch records for Necker Island of about 5,000 to 6,000 lobsters
taken per night at the beginning and 18 months later when the
catch was reduced to 17, 18, 2, 3, and 0. The bottomline in
commercial exploitation, as far as I'm concerned � and I'm
speaking only as a private citizen � is profit. Over the same
period of time that the state was allowing lobster fishing at
Necker Island, three of the people wha went up there ended up
either bankrupt or abandoning the fishery. I understand what
Skip Naftel said, and I certainly applaud his comments, as well
as his courage to make them.

Ta the extent that we can rely on the data that has been
produced by the tripartite-Sea Grant studies we shauld go forward
and maximize or optimize harvest in the fisheries area. But the
final point � and I think this is a key paint � is that we' re
looking at maximizing the returns from cammercial uses but we
must not overlook the fragile nature of these islands. If you
have not been on the islands I don't think it is possible for you
to understand. And I say this to Wadswarth Yee, who I know has
been up there, and others that if we allow the intrusions, if we
allow anything to happen to disturb the nearshore ecosystems,
we' re going to need two, three, ar perhaps several hundred years
for recovery ta take place. I think we need to maximize the use,
but we cannot afford to do anything that wil1. threaten or destroy
the use of these ecosystems.

I congratulate yau folks for coming together. While I used
to stand alone in the legislature on this subject, it sounds like
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somebody in the Ariyoshi administration is getting the word, and
I appreciate everybody' s involvement here. Thank you.

Chairman Grigg: Mr. Carroll's comments were directed at
several panelists so I invite any of you to react. Do you have
any reactions? Wadsworth Yee.

Wadsworth Yee: Yes, I too am a former legislator like John
Carroll and I hope the state and federal governments will see fit
to declare us an endangered species. Well all kidding aside, the
reason I opposed the resolution is that we asked one of the
experts, Dr. Craig MacDonald, for the best available information
and it was his findings that we had used to determine the extent
of harvesting lobster in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. It
wasn't our idea. Now you talk about Skip Naftel and why he gave
up. I don't know why, but I remember at one time Skip wouldn' t
give us information for the lobster management plan. And we were
going with a much larger quota then than what was finally
adopted. Our management plan accommodated Skip Naftel and he
knows it. These are facts.

Chairman Grigg: Existing law provides for modification of
MSY [maximum sustained yield] to OY [optimum yield! to take into
account socioeconomic considerations. The lobster case is an
example where MSY was modified for socioeconomic reasons.

Skip Naftel: First of all what Wadsworth Yee and John
Carroll said is correct. Back in the seventies, we were fishing
with one boat, engaging in a very small effort compared with the
effort which has been expended recently. Pure and pimple, the
reason that I got out of lobster fishing is that the numbers did
not hold up. Marine biologists made a model on the data base
that we first experienced out there. The ~m~ was fishing
only 28 to 35 traps per night at Necker Island and we went
through 1977, 1978, and 1979 and the catch held up. Since then
it has increased to a 2,000 trap per night effort, and the catch
has really dropped. The natural turnover of the lobster was not
enough to support this kind of effort. At the same time I fished
the 2,000 traps, two other boats were fishing 2,000 traps at
night. So at one time there was a 6,000 trap per night effort
compared with a 28 trap effort back in 1975. Basically, it was
just a problem of overcapitalization.

Alika Cooper: My name is Alika Cooper. I feel this seminar
has been very detrimental to the fishing industry. I think it' s
biased and I think it represents brainwashing. What I see here
is a lot of PhD' s, a lot of transient people, and a lot of intel-
ligent people, Most of the speakers are transients; we have
heard from only one native Hawaiian on the panel and there are
probably only two of us in this whole room. I hope that the
audience will be broad enough to look at the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands as a whole, and not be brainwashed by this sem-
inar. I would like to address the following things. One is that
the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands are ceded lands � some 3.5
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acres. These lands belong to the state of Hawaii, held in trust
for the Hawaiian people. They do nat belong to the federal
government. The territory leased these lands to the U.S. Caast
Guard, then to Buzzy Agard, then back to the Coast Guard, and
when Tern Island was returned it passed illegally from the Coast
Guard to the U.S. Pish and Wildlife Service, and the Fish and
Wildlife Service doesn't own these islands. I want this to be
clear.

I'd alsa like to address the scientists who spoke. I think
in the tripartite agreement the scientists were employed to do
scientific research on their subjects, not to make decisions
whether anybody can fish in the area or if anybody cannot. And I
would appreciate it if the audience would remember that.

I want to talk about the birds. Yau had a lady speak of
birds who is very biased towards the fishing industry. I don' t
think she understands that Kaahumanu, wha was Kamehameha's favor-
ite wife, went ta the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands in the early
1800s for twa purposes: one, to get bird feathers, and two, to
reclaim the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands as our eighth ocean.
The Northwestern Hawaiian Islands are our eighth ocean. Hawaiian
people from Niihau went to the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands for
many years to get the bird feathers. They didn't kill the birds,
they got the feathers fram the bolsam bird. You look at the
kahilis. On the Big Island you only have white feathers. In the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands they' re all colored. Hawaiian
people lived on Nihoa, Necker Island, French Frigate Shoals, and
possibly some other islands as well. These are our ancestors�
these are Hawaiians.

I now want to talk a little about the seals. We have been
brainwashed; for years we' ve heard that the commercial fishermen
are guilty of killing all the seals. When we left French Frigate
Shoals in 1951, there were twice as many seals as there are now.
Naw, nabody's fished there all these years, except on occasion.
Let's look at what happened to the seals. In the upper Hawaiian
island chain you have ciguatera, ane of the main causes of the
seal population dropping tremendously. The second cause is
humans � transient people, the Coast Guard people, the peaple in
the Navy. For them it was nice to kill a young monk seal for the
pelt. It was a big trophy. And they took their helicopters and
worked the close islands. I talked to a chief wha had been at
French Frigate Shoals and he said, "Well we used to shoat glass
balls but we also shot a hell of a lot of seals and turtles. " So
I don't want the fishing industry to be blamed for this. When we
fished there the population grew, not only the seals and the
birds but the turtles too because we caught a hell af a lot of
sharks. I don't appreciate pictures of dead turtles and some
dying and anather transient person saying this is a commercial
fisherman from Hawaii in 1959. The picture of that turtle could
have been shot anywhere. I think that's a low blowt We did take
turtles � I caught turtles -- but we never took anything smaller
than 200 pounds, and we never took mare than the market demanded
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and we could have never supplied the market � it was just a
part-time thing. And I think the turtle stock today is better
than it's ever been. Par the last l5 years the turtle stock has
increased.

In this symposium I have heard nothing about aborigine
rights. What about native Americans? All yau panelists, dan't
they have any rights2 Why do we go to court year after year
after year winning all the big cases? We even beat Laurence
Rockefeller for fishing and trail rights. Now why can't we be
included in planning? Why can't we be included in the beginning?
We' ve fished in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands; our ancestors
fished there. The fishing industry was not really included in
the tripartite-Sea Grant study, just a few choice peaple--
people like Naftel, you know, mainland fishermen. The problem is
that we were nat included so we don't have a say, and if this
body or any other body is going to govern our destiny, then we
damn well better have our people in there. This is very
important.

The last thing I want ta say is the Governor of Hawaii,
Governor Ariyoshi, Sus Ono, Land and Natural Resources, and DPED,
not including this transient fellow who spoke, have done a
tremendous job in trying to make our fishing industry viable.
They' ve worked very hard and we in industry really appreciate it.
I wish some day I could say the same about the federal qovernment
� maybe when their track xecord gets better, we can. But I will
leave you to say that I hope you' re not going to be brainwashed
by these people and I hope next time there's something like this
we have equal representation. Thank you very much.

Chairman Grigg: Thank you Alika for voicing your point of
view and making it a part of the published record. Would any of
the panelists like to respond?

Sheila Conant: I think that a lat of things that Alika
Cooper said is also biased. I'm getting a little bit too old to
sit here and listen to this kind of thing. Mr. Cooper asked me
some questions on Monday which I could not answer. There are a
lat of things I don't knaw. When I asked him for some informa-
tion he told me to go da my hamewark and then he would talk to
me. I wish that if this information which is so important for
aboriginal rights and for planning fisheries development exists,
that he would tell us where it is instead of just telling us that
we should do our homework. I' ve been doing homework for years
and I don' t know wha' s been making the assignments, but I feel
that I am learning a little bit. Queen Liliuakalani went to
Niihau in l885 with 200 people to collect feathers. They set
fire ta the island and burned down most af the vegetation.
Again, I really feel that if this informatian is sa important we
should be apprised of it.



Alika Cooper: We'1 like to give it to you. Of course at
this time we' re tired of giving free information to everybody so
if you' d like to pay for it we' d be very happy to give it to you.

Chairman Grigg: Is there any other reaction from the
panelists?

Dale Coggeshall: This is strictly a reaction to Alika's
concern, but it also addresses Buzzy Agard's concern. I cancur
with Agard's comments that fishermen, or other user groups, have
had a great deal to do with developing a conservatian ethic in
our country. The same applies to those involved in the manage-
ment of public lands, government service, and the management af
public resources. My point is that under the conditions at the
time those activities occurred, attitudes and the level of aur
understanding were different. We cannat and should not condemn
people individually or collectively for them. Painting fingers,
assigning blame, or identifying bad guys does nothing to help
manage resources better in the future. As Skip Naftel pointed
out in reference to lobsters, let's use the information we have/
and profit from our past mistakes ta improve upon management
decisions in the future.

Chairman Grigg: Thank you Dale. Skip will you like to add
to that?

Skip Naftel: Alika, first of all you are correct. I'm from
the mainland but I lave these islands as much as you or anybody
else in this room. Last year I filled out 86 W2 forms. I didn' t
hire one guy from the mainland. I presently have 43 local boys
working for me. Now, I know you' re insulted but I just have ta
say that many people love these islands � the native Hawaiians,
the haales, and even your ancestors. And I want to work hard
with you and every other fisherman out there. I just believe
there' s room for all of us to work together.

John Craven: I want to address this issue, and I think it' s
a very delicate and difficult issue to address publicly but I
want to start out in my characteristic style by being somewhat
facetious. The first point is that the Hawaiian people are rela-
tively recent arrivals to these islands in terms of the history
of man. The second point is that all of us are qualified under
some regulation or other of being an aborigine from somewhere. I
am an aborigine from the Iberian Peninsula. Ny ancestors were
aborigines in the Iberian Peninsula. In 1493, the Pope declared
that the navigable waters of the Pacific  and Atlantic! were
under the sovereign jurisdiction of the Iberian peoples. For the
next few centuries nations fought with the Iberians and main-
tained that the Pope's edict was an illegal appropriation by the
aborigines af the Iberian Peninsula. Since that time there have
been other actions taken by many other people with respect to the
jurisdiction over these islands. Thus, a long sequence of
actions of appropriation and misappropriation, some of which are
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still legal and some of which are not legal and will need to be
xectified. But the situation that we do face is that whatever
claims there axe still valid with respect to legal jurisdiction
over these Hawaiian Islands and whatever legal axrangements are
still in force with the Hawaiian aborigine people should be
honored. Some of these legal arrangements are not clarified and
should be clarified, but when they are clarified we should oper-
ate in full concert with them. It is equally true that 25 years
ago, Hawaii became a state of the United States of America. And
one of the rules about the United States of American is that
there are no citizens of one state alone. We are all citizens of
any state in the union. Now this is the nature of the law of
the land that every citizen of the United States is a potential
citizen at his or her election of the state of Hawaii. Therefore
every citizen of the United States is part of the public interest
and public concern as to the future of these islands. I think as
we approach the future we will do well to realize that we axe all

all aborigines of somewhere or other but we must
exist here now with some form of law and order and within that
framework we ought to be able to accommodate and deal appropri-
ately with the rights of each subgroup of the human species.

Hugh Wright  Department of Defense!: I' ll start out by
saying that the Navy as an entity would like ta support fishing
proposals within the guidelines and regulations that we have to
live with. We, of course, have certain missions that oblige us
to secure the island for certain periods of time without prior
notice. When that happens there are restrictions on people
moving around, particularly on Sand island at Midway. Some indi-
viduals on Midway Islands may also have to move out. l don' t
know why, I just know that these things come up from time to
time. As far as supporting the facilities that have been pro-
posed, they will have to be self-supporting. We' re not in the
business of transporting live fish through MAC flights to Hawaii.
Also the MAC flight is down to one per week now. And we are not
allowed to sell fuel. These are federal laws that we have to
deal with. We' ve helped out the researchers in the past, but
only one time. That was it I The one and only timel As far as
this being an on-going thing I don't think it will happen.

Proper planning for fishery development at Midway Islands
has not taken place. You talked about everything else, but when
you come right down to it you' ve come up with Midway Islands as
being the most important facility to suppoxt outside fisheries in
the state. Yet I have not been contacted nor has the Navy been
represented on this panel. with proper planning they could have
been. Thank you.

Chairman Grigg: If I could retain your attention fox a
moment. I think what Mr. Wright is saying is that the Navy is
receptive to helping the state establish a facility for fishing
at Midway Islands that is controlled in such a way that will
solve security problems. It looks like the door is open and the
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Navy is willing to entertain a dialogue so let's look upon this
as an opportunity worth pursuing.

Henry Sakuda: As a point of clarification, if you remember
we didn't have an approved fishery base in 1979 at Midway
Islands. It was only a mothership. Since then, the industry has
not been able to come up with another ship to maintain the
operation. The Navy has been very hospitable, in fact, very
cooperative. They' ve done all they could do. It's just that the
economics of the operation has not been able to produce a mother-
ship or any other kind of operation at this time. Now we' re
talking mainly about establishing a fishery base at Midway
Islands. Nothing else. Midway Islands f isher ies are real; the
boats are out there fishing right now. There are trawlers from
the West Coast and also some from here. We' re not talking about
something that is pie in the sky. We' re trying to establish a
fishery base and the capability for transshipment to Honolulu.
The state of Hawaii and the legislature have appropriated funds
for a study of the feasibility of these plans. We have engaged a
consultant group to come up with various scenarios for Midway
Islands and this has to be done with the full concurrence of the
Navy. All these scenarios must comply with Navy regulations.
The study is planned to be completed before the next session of
the legislature begins. We want to present the results to the
legislature. However, before we do this some decisions must be
made on recommendations. This will involve the fishing industry,
the National Marine Pisheries Service, the Western Pacific
Regional Pishery Management Council, certainly the Hawaiian Fish-
ery Council, and I imagine the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
The decision whether or not to build a fisheries base at Midway
Islands could very well be the deciding factor in determining the
future of fisheries development in Hawaii for years if not dec-
ades to come.

Chairman Grigg: Thank you very much Henry for wrapping
things up so neatly, especially since the time is up for the pub-
lic discussion.
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John P. Craven

Department of Ocean Engineering, 2540 Dale Street, Holmes 402,
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

What can we now know, that we did not know, before the
completion of this remarkable investigation of the Northwestern
Hawaiian Zslands? We now know so much more of substance about
the Northwestern Hawaiian Xslands and the main Hawaiian islands
that we will no longer let anyone engage in discussion about this
area with vague and unspecific generalizations. There is now no
area of concern for which there is not significant scientifically
based information from which we can start.

What do we know? We know the geological development, the
interaction of the geological-biological processes of the forma-
tion of our islands and how they have grown and are growing and
how they are sinking in the ocean. We all know where the Darwin
Point is. We know that there are 14 million seabirds, of these,
we know that there are 6 million residents and 8 million visi-
tors. These 6 million residents and 8 million visitors eat more
biomass in total than the 1 million human residents and 4 million
human visitors to these Hawaiian islands eat.

We know that we have a leeward chain of Hawaiian islands
which have a unique and fragile terrestrial communi5y. We know
that the monk seals are their own worst enemies when it comes to
their survival. We know that whole green turtles can be consumed
by an individual shark. We know a lot about stock assessment.
We have a somewhat modified understanding now of the energetics,
the predator-prey and toxin relationships.

We now know that the reef community can produce, under
appropriate management, a meaningful, sustainable yield � and
choose the word meaningful; socially, culturally, and possibly
economically, sustainable yields in the reef community. We know
that we can have a significant but not major -- from a world
standpoint � yield of alfonsin, armorhead, and other bottomfish.
We know we can have a significant yield of shrimp and pelagic
fish and we can have a major yield of squid. e can have a cul-
turally and perhaps economically sustainable yield of precious
coral. We know the bounds and the nature of primary and
secondary production in the waters of the Hawaiian Archipelago;
and we can derive the limit of the total productivity of these
waters.

And quite surprisingly and quite magnificently, we now have
a simplified and linear model of the ecosystem which, when cali-
brated with our knowledge about the top level of the chain and
our primary productivity, gives us the ability to fairly safely
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interpolate in between. And we know that we can employ this
model to examine adaptations and to determine what happens as we
introduce humans as the top level predator in this ecosystem. We
have learned from our studies that while it may be easy to
introduce humans into this particular model we know less about
the behavior of humans, their energetics, their management, and

their capabilities than we would like, but we do know more about
the behavior of humans as a result of the tripartite-Sea Grant
studies than we did before.

I learned something about my own behavior. Last week, a
good, kind friend tried to explain to me that the reason I get
fired every month is because I am dogmatic and rigid. I now
discover that so are 35 percent of my colleagues. We have also
found out that market place economics do not and cannot explain
our decisionmaking processes nor is it even possible to explain
market place economics by the generation of "utility functions."
But we do know that the preservationists, as a tribe, and that
the exploiters, as a tribe, have viewpoints which are not
markedly different from each other. They differ only in shade
and tone, or in sharp disagreement over specifics  i.e. whether
Tern Island is a concrete aircraft carrier or a natural fragile
part of the total ecosystem!.

We do know that there are regimes of the chain which suffer
from lack of jurisdictions and management. Those jurisdictions
that do exist bear little relationship to the geographic migra-
tions of the resource or the harvest of these resources. We
realize once again that the green sea turtle, in his life cycle
starts out in a wildlife reserve, enters disputed waters to a
depth of 10 fathoms, then proceeds through state waters up to the
200-mile economic zone; it may wander through federal protection
out in international waters, it comes back into state waters, it
will probably migrate through areas still under aboriginal pro-
tection in terms of konohiki rights before it completes its
entire life's journey.

So we have learned all of these facts about the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands and we' ve learned these facts with less detail
as we would have liked but in more detail and with more under-
standing than most of us had thought, and we' ve learned about the
linkages between them and how they relate in various models.

While we have been learning, what has been happening to
these islands7 Fortunately, while this process of learning has
been going on, there have been no recent major irreversibilities
in the ecosystem of the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. We have
heard that the land environs are still -- I think I' ll quote
Sheila Conant's words -- "relatively pristine environments."
There is still much to be preserved and to be nondisturbed and
which is sufficiently primitive and pristine that we must learn
more about. While we were learning we have pulse-fished two
fisheries. We have pulse � fished the lobsters and we' ve learned
about the limited sustainable yield which does exist, but we have
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not destroyed lobsters as a fishing resource. Other people have
pulse-fished the alfonsin and the armorheads, but we have not
destroyed that resource.

So while we have been studying we' ve had no major irrevers-
ibilities. Thus, in a timely manner we may face the key question
that this whole study has lead us to. And that is, are we not
now ready to start to take specific management actions? Do we
not now have enough information to permit us to start in a mean-
ingful way to manage this resource in the way it should be
managed? Are we now not ready to publish pamphlets and distrib-
ute them to everyone which explains the procedures and measures
of conducting ourselves so that we can be appropriate visitors to
the islands; on those rare occasions when we must visit these
islands either as shipwrecked people, as military, as fishermen,
or as researchers.

Are we not now ready to make a significant reduction in the
shark population, not only for the value of this resource but in
order to eliminate this top predator and permit some relief to
the green sea turtle and to open up the development of other
resources which this predator has taken? Are we not now ready to
establish protection areas for the spawning of lobsters, counting
upon the currents to carry the larvae to all areas of the region,
and are we not ready to eliminate the carapace restriction in the
harvesting of lobsters recognizing that as we toss the illegals
over the fantail we are merely feeding the ulua? Are we not now
ready to castrate a significant number of the male monk seals?

Are we now not ready to take action as far as human organi-
zation and management with respect to this Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands? Are we now not ready to have the Congress introduce
legislation that will make Midway Islands, Palmyra Atoll, and
Johnston Island a part of the state of Hawaii so that the entire
chain falls under one jurisdiction? But more importantly, are we
now not ready for the legislative introduction of a state, fed-
eral, and aborigine compact to establish a Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands management authority? Can we not use a cooperative man-
agement . . . so that we have need no longer to worry about the
question as to whether we are being managed? Above all, can we
relieve the green sea turtle of its concern as to whether it will
be managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, or the National
Marine Fisheries Service, or by Sus Ono, or by Alika Cooper.

Chairman Grigg: Thank you very much John for those very
exhilirating remarks. And I think all the researchers here today
are greatly appreciative and gratified. I think we' ve enjoyed
this program. It's almost sad to see a large part of it come to
an end. As far as being ready to better manage, I think only
time will tell, perhaps in the next l8 months. Not only will
time tell but it will also inform us whether we can manage the
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system better than we have. Now I' d like to ask all of you to
bear with me just for a few minutes. I' ve had a great deal of
help in putting on this symposium and I'd like to acknowledge
these people who have over the past 3 or 4 months really been
there for me. I'd like to thank Donna, Patty, Colleen, Lisa,
Holly, and Joan Yamada and Joan Choy for organizing that effort
and Peter Rappa, Sea Grant Extension Service information
specialist, who coordinated that activity. I'd also like to
thank Wendy Nakano who is the artist at Sea Grant, who so
skillfully designed the logo that has been used for just about
everything including our name tags. And I'd like to thank the
people at Saga far providing the luncheons, our sound people, and
the projectionist. Publication of the abstracts in your
registration packet, was provided by Kitty Simonds of the Western
Pacific Regional Fishery Nanagement Council. Finally, I'd like
to thank all of you for coming, for caring, and for making this
not just a symposium but the milestone that I think we all hoped
that it would be. I thank our speakers for their excellent
presentations, our panelists � so provocative and stimulating
with new and fresh ideas � and again, I thank John Craven. He
always seems to have just the right thing to say, to leave us
with a feeling of inspiration and an idea of where we might go
from here. And I think in the next 18 months that the body of
knowledge that has been developed here will be put to better use
so that the resources in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands can be
better managed and that the resources that need preservation will
indeed in the next 75 years thrive and in some cases increase as
we heard Dale Coggeshall so idealistically project. So thank you
all and at this point I would like to officially close this
symposium.
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Proc. Res. Inv. NWHI

UNIHI-SEAGRANT-MR-84-01

Mm aataeeIIIATICW, aaeTI, AID mmaamICS oi .mourn
SPECIBS OP CARCKiREIIIID SHARKS III HAWAII

A. De Crosta, Leighton R. Taylor, Jr., and James D. ParrishMark

Three species of carcharhinid sharks are the most abund-
ant top pxedators in the shallow water  <L5G m! reef
community in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands  NWHI!,
but very little is known about their age, growth, or

*h ~ k h k
h hk

Vertebral samples from 62 gray reef, 45 Galapagos, and
28 tiger sharks were obtained primarily from longline
fishing efforts in the hlWHY. Vertebral centra were
cleaned and stained with silver nitrate to allow the
visualization and counting of presumed annual growth
rings. These age data were used in conjunction with
length and weight information to generate growth curves
for the three species. These curves correlate well
with curves obtained independently from length fre-
quency analysis of earlier fisheries statistics for
Hawaiian sharks. The close correspondence between the
two types of growth estimates used verifies the annual
nature of the vertebral rings in these sharks.

Respirometry measurements of captive sharks, combined
with the growth estimates and estimates of reproductive
energy, allowed computation of ingestion rates by
solving a simplified energy budget. Population esti-
mates were made, and the sharks' diets were determined
through stomach content analysis. Data and estimates
were combined to obtain a very preliminary suggestion
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of the predatory impact of these sharks on the shallow-
water reef fauna of French Frigate Shoals and Midway.

energetics
growth rates

age determination
carcharhinid shark

Northwestern Hawaiian Islands

Three species of carcharhinid sharks are the largest top
predators found in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands reef habitat
and occur commonly in shallow water  <150 m!  Taylor and Naftel,
1978! . However, little work has been done on determining their
growth rates or estimating their energy bud ets. The three

h ~ g the Galapagos
h k.~~ k h f h k,

f ' h ' k h ~
getics, and diet are particularly important. Any management plan
for the NWHI must consider the predatory impact of these sharks
on other reef fauna.

Age Determination and Growth

Estimation of age in elasmobranchs has been accomplished by
counting the number of rings on vertebral centra or other ossi-
fied parts. A summary of species aged and the methods used is
given in Table 1 ~

Respiration and Energetics

Little work has been done on est,imating the respiratory
h k, ' k f ~ . h

 personal communication! reported an estimate of 200 to 300 mg
, I � khhhkkhh ~ k h h' kk

and Bimini. Estimates of oxygen consumption using flow-through
respirometry, combined with growth and reproductive energy data,
permit preliminary solutions of the energy budget  Ricker, l968;
Webb, 1978!:

AI~G+8+9+E

where
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G =

B m
R =

F m
A =

food ingested
growth
respiration
the energy cost of reproduction
loss due to excretion
the assimilation coefficient
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Respiration in this case would be a measure of the energy
expended in basal metabolism and swimming at low speed. Since
these sharks swim continuously without resting, this total respi-
ration represents a kind of standard metabolic rate that is the
lowest rate of long-term ecological interest. Based on the above
energy budget, estimation of the growth rate, respiratory meta-
bolic rate, rate of reproductive energy use, excretion rate, and
assimilation coefficient permits estimation of the ingestion rate.

Most fishing was conducted with standard longline fishing
methods to permit comparisons with earlier studies  Ikehara,
3.961; Tester, 1969; Fujimoto and Sakuda, 1972; Naftel et al.,
1976; Naftel and Taylor, 1976; Taylor and Naftel, 1978!. A few
sharks were also caught by handlining in shallower waters, and
some sma13. sharks were caught incidentally in lobster traps in
deeper waters. Most sets were made for about 12 hours overnight;
some day sets were also made. All fishing was done on or near
coral reefs in water depths of 1 to 40 m. Standard lonqlining
permitted the recording of catch per unit of effort data neces-
sary for population estimates.

After landing, sharks were identified and measured. Verte-
brae were sampled below the first dorsal fin and frozen for stor-
age and later analysis in the lab. Stomach contents were either
frozen or fixed in 10 percent Formalin and later analyzed in the
lab. Reproductive condition was also noted, and most shark
fetuses were saved far later analysis.

Age Determination

Age was estimated using vertebral centra following the
method of Stevens �975!. The centrum surface was cleaned of all
connective tissue using a spatula to peel off the tissue without
damaging the centrum. Stevens  persona3. communication! stored
his samples in 70 percent ethanol which denatured the connective
tissue, but a similar condition of the connective tissue can
be achieved if the vertebrae are cleaned while still frozen.
Although it is nearly impossible to remove the tissue once it has
thawed, it can be refrozen to facilitate removal.

Vertebrae were soaked in three changes of distilled water
for 5 minutes each to clean the samples and then placed in a
0.06-M. silver nitrate solution and "deve3.oped" for a few minutes
on each side, in the presence of a 366-nm, 115-v ultraviolet
light  Ultraviolet Products UVL-22!, until the rings were visi-
ble. Stained vertebrae were rinsed in distilled water and placed
in a 0.2-M solution of sodium thiosulfate for 4 to 6 minutes.
This acted as a fixative and stopped the activity of the silver
nitrate. Vertebrae were next placed in a final rinse of dis-
tilled water for 5 minutes. The rings were counted while held at
reading distance or under lOx magnification. Vertebrae were
stored in 70 percent ethanol for a permanent record.
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EDAX analysis on a scanning electron microscope and
x-radiographs proved less satisfactory than visual examination in
detecting and counting rings. Further details of procedure are
available in De Croata �984! .

Growth Estiaates

Vertebral counts were used, together with measured pre-
caudal length, to generate the best fitting von Bertalanffy
growth curves using the methods of Walford �946! and Ricker
�958!, assuming the rings are annual. In order to confirm the
time scale of growth, these curves were then compared with those
generated from length-frequency analyses of Tester's �969!
earlier data, using the method of Cassie �954! . Tester'a �969!
data were used because that study produced a much larger sample
size and would therefore give more reliable results than. an
independent length-frequency analysis.

Independent estimates of growth rates were also made using
the method of Holden �974! . In this method, von Bertalanffy
growth curves are generated from an extrapolation of the embryo-
nic growth. The von Bertalanffy growth curve,

can thus be simplified to

LtyT = L ~ �-e !

where

length at birth
L. = max>mum observed length
T = gestation period

With these values, the equation can be solved for K which is used
with the 7 , and T values to estimate a von Bertalanffy equation.
Values for L were used from Tester's �969! data. Gestation
period was estimated at 1 year for gray reef sharks  Ikehara,
1961; Wass, 1971; this study! and for tiger sharks  Holden,
1974! . Gestation period for Galapagos sharks was assumed to be
1 year; these data are lacking for this species but other carcha-
rhinid sharks have a value of about 1 year  Holden, 1974! .

Mass-length relationships were derived for all three species
using a combination of earlier data  Tester, 1969' Taylor and
Naf tel, 1978! and data from this study. Growth rates for each
age class were determined by converting average age class lengths
to mass and estimating the average qrowth rate for that age
class. Data were then used for growth estimates in the energy
budget.



Change in mass of the sharks was converted to calories to
standardize the energy budget. Caloric values were obtained from

h h
in a blender and al iquots taken, dried, and burned in a bomb
calorimeter.

Respiration Measurements

Estimates of respiration rates were obtained from performing
flow-through respirometry measurements on a congeneric species,

<P P
of this shark were available for use through the cooperation of
the Waikiki Aquarium. Attempts to return live specimens of the
three main species of this study from the NWBX were not success-
ful, and attempts to catch the sharks alive around Oahu failed.

P
be extrapolated to estimate respiration of the other species

1 1| k f,.
rently, there are no published respirometry data for a ~~
+~~ species with which to compare the results of this study.

Flow-through respirometry was used in this study in order
not to stress the sharks with low oxygen concentrations  Fry,
1957! . Two Yellow Springs Nodel 57 polargraphic sensor oxygen
meters were calibrated concurrently and used to measure oxygen
concentration upstream and downstream of the shark swimming in a
1,000-liter oval tank. The chamber was about 30 cm high and
designed to allow the shark to swim about normally. Water
entered at one end of the tank and exited at the other. The
shark was placed in the chamber with the top sealed for about 3
hours, until readings stabilized. Temperatures ranged from 24
to 25 C and oxygen concentrations from 3 to 6 ppm. Flow rates of
4 to 6 liters/min were used. Oxygen concentration upstream and
downstream, shark swimming speed, and temperature were recorded
every 15 minutes. When the concentration of the oxygen exiting
the chamber had stabilized, the system was assumed to be at
equilibrium, and the flow rate and difference in oxygen concen-
tration were used to determine the sharks' oxygen consumption.

Respiration rate measurements were made on six juvenile g.
d' pl Y h k k ' ' . h

were adjusted for the mass of each shark, averaged, and converted
to calories using an average factor of 4.8 kcal/Liter oxygen con-
sumed  Schmidt-Nielsen, 1975! .

Diet

Stomach content samples were sorted and identified to the
lowest possible taxonomic level and, when possible, the mass and.
length of the prey items were measured or estimated. Caloric
information on diet items was obtained from the literature, per-
mitting the energy value of the diet categories to be compared
with the computed energy demands.



More than 200 sharks were caught during the course of this
study, resulting in a sample size of about 30 to 65 for each
species considered in these determinations. All species of
sharks caught and catch rates by island and cruise are recorded
in Table 2. Pooled data from all islands included 95 gray reef
sharks caught, 52 percent with stomach contents; 55, Galapagos
sharks, 46 percent with stomach contents' and 35 tiger sharks, 80
percent with stomach contents.

Growth

Of these, 62 gray reef, 45 Galapagos, and 28 tiger sharks
were sampled for vertebrae and their ages estimated. The
equations for the von Bertalanffy growth curves, assuming the
rings are annual, are:

gray reef sharks Lt 134 �-e 0.294  t + 0.869!!

Galapagos shark: Lt 23p �-e 0.172  t + 0.541!!

tiger shark: Lt = 335 �-e 0.155  t + 0,619!!

where length is in centimeters and age in years after birth,
These relationships are plotted in Figure l.

The hypothesis that vertebral rings are formed annually is
strongly supported by the close correspondence of these von
Bertalanffy growth curves with curves generated from the length-
frequency analysis of Tester's �969! data  Figure 1! . These data
were from 158 gray reef, 144 Galapagos, and 204 tiger sharks. The
respective equations for the length-frequency based curves are:

gray reef shark: Lt = 137 � e-0.237  t + 0 ' 802!!

Galapagos shark: Lt 23p � e-0.197  t + 0.670!!

tiger shark: Lt = 337  ] -e-0-150  t + 1 .27!!

with units as before.

There is also close agreement with growth curves derived by
using the method of Holden �974! . These curves are:

gray reef shark: Lt 146 �-e 0 F 230  t + 1!!

Galapagos shark: Lt = 217  l-e-0.228  t + 1!!

tiger shark: Lt 332 �-e 0.149  t + 1!!

with the same units. This correspondence is further evidence for
annual formation of the vertebral rings, assuming that the esti-
mates for gestation period are reliable.
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Von Bertalanffy growth curves calcu-
lated from the vertebral age deter-
mination data  solid line! � with
the mean length of year class indi-
cated by dots, the range by bars,
and the sample size by numbers-
and from a length-frequency analysis
of data from Tester  l969!  dashed
line!. See text for equations.



Relationships between mass  M! and pre-caudal length  L!
were determined for all three species of sharks using data fram
Tester �969!, Naftel and Taylor �976!, and this study. These
relationships a,re:

gray reef sharks: M ~ 1.25 x 10 5 L3 F 05, with r 0.993,
based on n 164 specimens

Galapagos sharks! M = 8.07 x 10 6 L3 ~ 14, with r 0.997,
based on n = 67 specimens

tiger sharks> M ~ 6.21 x 10 6 I3.16, with r ~ 0.994i
based on n 29 specimens

where M is in kilograms and L is in centimeters. These rela-
tionships were then used to compute growth curves in terms of
mass. Instantaneous growth rates were estimated graphically for
each age class by determining the slope of the tangent of the von
Bertalanffy growth curve  Ricker, 1958!  Table 3! . Caloric
equivalents of these values were used in the energy balance to
estimate ingestion rate.

TABLE 3. ESTIMATES OF AGE-SPECIFIC YEARLY GROWTH
RATES OF SHARKS IN THIS STUDY  KG/YEAR!

~ZHLiCX

3.13
4.54
4.98
4.71
4.01
3.47
2.67
2 ' 06
1.58
1.32
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I 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9

10

ll
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22

2.78
6.29
9.46

11,4
12.3

12.9
13.9
11.5

11.0
12.0

9.19
7.73
8 ~ 20
6.29

4,31

7.75
17 ~ 0
26.2
32.1
37.6
40.7
39 ~ 9
37.0

39.0
37,0
34.0
28.0
25.0
26.0

18.0
19,0
19.0

15.0
10.0
10.0

11.0
10.0



Respiration

0 0' I f I*ID' Ig 1~
I " . I I 2 I

mg 0~/kg live mass-hr with a standard deviation of 26.9. This
value agrees well with the range for lemon sharks  Carcharhinidae:

UUIIIDII ~l 200 IDD /I »' -I f
sharks of simil ar siz e  Gruber, personal communication! ~ Oxygen
consumption, B, in vertebrates is usually considered to be
related to body mass by a function such as B aN>. Xn most
fishes, b is between .75 and 1.0  Paloheimo and Dickie, 1966;
Mann, 1965! Winberg, 1956, 1961! . Using the respirometry results
and body mass, a functional relationship between B and N was
developed and this equation was used to estimate the oxygen con-
sumption for all sizes of sharks. Caloric equivalents of the B
values were used in the energy balance to estimate ingestion rate.

Diet

Results of the stomach content analysis are given in
Table 4. These data suggest that the tiger shark is a very
opportunistic feeder, preying on a wide range of fauna, including
seabirds  in 7S percent of all predator specimens!, sea turtles
�3 percent!, lobsters �0 percent!, cephalopods �2 percent!,
and slow-moving, "well-protected" tetraodontiform fish �S per-
cent!. It may also take monk seals, porpoise, other sharks, and
other teleost fish groups in' smaller quantities.

The Galapagos shark shoved the most restricted range of diet
itemS, primarily cephalOpOdS �3 perCent!, tetraOdOgntifOrm fiah
�1 percent!, eels �4 percent!, and parrotfish � percent!.

The gray reef shark appears to be the most highly piscivo-
raus of the three species, with perciform fish occurring most
frequently �1 percent! and eels  >12 percent! also important.
Cephalopods also make up a major part of their diet  >22 per-
cent!, but not to the same extent as in Galapagos sharks.

DXSCUSSIOH

The von Bertalanffy growth curves generated fit the age
determination data fairly well  Figure 1! . This model may thus
be considered a good descriptor of the growth of these sharks, as
it has been for other carcharhinid sharks  Olsen, 1954' Moss,
1967, 1972; Wass, 197li 1973! Holden, 1974; Stevens, 1975! Tanaka
et al., 1978; Tanaka and Mizue, 1979; Hoenig, 1979; Francis/
1981! and for sharks f rom other families  Aasen, 1963' Holden,
1974~ Ketchen, 1975; Jones and Geen, l977b; Hoenig, 1979! . The
curve fits beat for the gray reef shark  Figure 1!, which may be
due partly to the larger sample size. For the other two species,
sample sizes are adequate to fit an approximate curve, but some
points are considerably off the curve, and for tiger sharks, data
are lacking for a number of age classes.
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7.1
7.1

75
33.3

7al

3.612.4

2
2

2

2

14.1
3.6

3.6

3.6

14.8
3.6

3.6

28.351

2 2 2 2 7
3.6

3.6

3.6

21.3
3.6

14.3

10.7
3.6
3.6

2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 14.8

3.6
3.6
3.6

7.1

7.1
3.6

29.6
3.6

25.9

11.1
18.5

11.1
22.2

14.8

18.5
7.1

42.9
39.2
10.7

22.4

20.4
4

N= 30 N= 28N~ 49
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TABLE 4. PERCENTAGE OF OCCURRENCE
ISLANDS POOLED!

a a
Ia Ia
Aves

M&<ZLiih Ittl&k
Chondr i&thyes
Anguillif orms

Muraenidae
Congridae

2~maa sp.
~icthidae

gr~~gk IlggU3,QQQfk
Belonif orms

ChXeehmm sp.
Gastereostei f ormes

hulaatamua ~asia
Mugilif ormes

5&NkCM sp.
Percif ormes

Apogonidae
Car angidae
Scaridae

Sgaxga sp.
~igNgs sp.

Acanthuridae

haanNuxua aiararia
Cotti forms

Scorpsenidae
Tetr aodontif ormes

Bali stidae

Monocanthidae

LsxmLgat syilmxe
Diodontidae

QL!gQD sp.
IIIaaaIII II

Decapxa
Iat

Palinur idae

Zanulizua amainatua
Scyllar idae

IIaaa aÃ '
Cephalopxh

Q~ggg sp.
Teuthaidea

Nau~xa a irihmM

OF FOOD ITEMS IN SHARKS  ALL

aI a
alaaaaa



The von Bertalanffy growth curves fitted ta length-frequency
data from the earlier Tester �969! study agree closely with the
curves from the vertebral age determination data  Figure 1!. The
convergence of these independent results forms the basis for the
conclusion that the rings are laid down annually. This method of
correlation has been used in a number of studies  Xshiyama, 195l;
Aasen, 1963; Parker and Scott, 1965> Ketchen, 1975' Stevens/
1975! .

The close agreement of the previous curves with the calcu-
lated von Bertalanffy growth curves using Holden's �974! method
is a good test of the efficacy of Holden's technique. His methad
allaws for the determination of the growth curve and age-specific
growth rates af elasmobranchs using only the length of gestation
period  T!, size at birth  Lt+T!, and maximum observed length
 L !, which are often obtainable fram the literature. In this
way, first order approximations of growth can be made and used in
preliminary management decisions when data are minimal  Holden,
1974> Francis, 1981! . The ability to manage in this way may
become important as sharks become increasingly sought after as a
source of protein and other products in new fisheries.

The energy costs of female reproduction were also considered
for the calculation of caloric expenditures in the energy budget.
Of the sharks caught around the high Hawaiian islands, 63 per-
cent of the mature female gray reef sharks, 17 percent of the
Galapagos sharks, and 24 percent of the tiger sharks were carry-
ing pups  Tester, 1969! . In the present study, 63 percent of the
mature female gray reef sharks were found to be pregnant. Aver-
age pup number per female was 5 for gray reef sharks, 9.5 for
Galapagos sharks, and 34.5 for tiger sharks  Tester, 1969! . Age
at first reproduction for females was determined at 6 years for
the gray reef shark and 10 years for Galapagos and tiger sharks.
Average pup masses were 329 gm for gray reef, 1.14 kg for
Galapagos, and 754 gm for tiger sharks. The annual reproductive
energy cost for each species of shark was obtained using these
pup masses, the average pup numbers above, the percentages of
pregnant females, and a caloric value of 970 kcal/kg live mass.
The results were applied to the energy balance computations for
all reproductively mature age classes.

The estimates of growth, respiration, and reproduction
permitted a preliminary and approximate solution of the energy
budget to estimate ingestion, I:

G + B + R

The caloric value af ingestion was computed separately for each
shark species, for each age class using the age-specific growth
rate, age  size! specific respiration rate, and the energy cost
of reproduction  based on an estimate af the proportion of mature
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females in each age class! . All terms in the budget were
expressed in kilocalories.

Rough, preliminary estimates of shark populations at French
Frigate Shoals, Nidway, Naro Reef, and Pearl and Hermes Atoll
 Taylor and Naftel, 1976! were attempted in this study using the
method of De Lury  l947!, which estimates the original population
size from declines in catch per unit of effort. Probably the
most, reliable results are those from French Frigate Shoals and
Midway where fishing effort was greatest. No gray reef sharks
were caught at Pearl and Hermes Atoll.

Kith an estimate of the population size of the sharks and a
determination of their energy needs, a rough calculation of total
shark predation and predation on various prey items is possible.
The ingestion rate calculated from the energy budget for each age
class for each species was multiplied by the number of sharks in
that age class as determined by the estimate of the population of
sharks for each island and the distribution over the age classes
of the sharks caught  Tester, 1969~ and this study! . These
values were then totaled for each shark species.

French Frigate Shoals yielded:

gray reef shark: 1.25 x 10 kcal/yr total food intake

Galapagos shark: 2.56 x 10~ kcal/yr

tiger shark: 3.73 x 10~ kcal/yr

An independent estimate of the total ingestion rate was also
obtained by dividing the sum of the total growth and energy allo-
cated to reproduction by an assumed average gross growth effi-
ciency of 20 percent. These latter calculated values are between
5 and 8 times lower than the former estimates from the energy
budget determinations. This may be due to an underestimate of
the value for reproductive cost and/or the error associated in
extrapolation of respiration to very large sharks. However,
these estimates do permit first approximations.

The consumption of various prey groups by the shark popu-
lations was estimated based on the relative importance of the
prey groups in the sharks' diets as revealed by stomach analysis
 Table 4!. The values of total consumption by the populations of
the three shark species on the various diet groups for French
Frigate Shoals were obtained using both estimates of total inges-
tion  to provide a range of possible values!  Table 5! . Results
are given in terms of biomass of the prey groups eaten per year.
This was converted to number of prey individuals by dividing
these values by the average mass of a prey individual. No
attempt has been made to compare these derived values with inde-
pendent, direct estimates of production of these prey. Such
production figures may become available through ecosystem studies
being coordinated by J. Polovina, NNFS, Honolulu Laboratory.
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TABLE 5 ~ ESTIMATE OF YEARLY SHARK PREDATION AT FRENCH
FRIGATE SHOALS

Prey NumberMass  kg!

Monk seals

Dolphins

Sea birds

Turtles

Sharks

Eels

Estimated concentration of sharks  number
sharks/100 km~! based on De Lury method  see

II4lhth, 324'

Note:

Values for annual biomass consumption were computed simi-
larly for Midway. The general trends are much the same in the
two locations, although absolute values at Midway are much lower
due to smaller area and smaller shark populations. The relative
abundance of the three shark species is about the same in the two
locations.

Shark energetics may also be considered from the perspective
of total ecosystem productivity and idealized trophic levels. At
French Frigate Shoals, where the best data are available, an
average net primary productivity vaLue of 6 x 109 kcal/km~-yr
might be estimated  Grigg and Hirota, personal communication!.
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Perciform fish

parrotfish

Tetradontiforms

Spiny lobster

Slipper lobster

Octopus

Squid

Triton

1,000

1,000

12,000-56,000

42,000-200,000

8,800-42,000

5,250-37,000

21,000-150,000

4,000-29i000

9,000-29,000

600-3,000

200-1,000

31,000-180i000

1,400-9,000

260-1,300

4,000-18,000

2,700-13,000

440-2,000

Si000-35r000

13,000-100,000

2,000-14,000

4,500-14,000

1,500-9,000

500-2,000

45,000-220,000

10,000-80,000

400-2,500



Assuming a constant efficiency of 10 percent in transfer of
energy fram one trophic level to the next, going through five
hypothetical trophic levels would reduce this value by a factor
of l05, resulting in a value of 2-3 x 10~ kca3./km2-yr. Total
shark productivity is estimated at 2.65 x 10~ kcal/km~-yr, a very
similar value. If all the primary productivity that passed up
the trophic pyramid came to sharks, this would imply that sharks
are about fourth order carnivores. The evidence from stomach
content analyses suggests that they average not higher than
second or third order carnivores. If sa, then same of the pro-
duction passed to their trophic level is available for other
carnivores such as ulua and other reef sharks, and some energy
may be exported from the reef ecosystem to pelagic sharks and
tunas or lost from the reef at lower trophic levels. The esti-
mate for shark population production is generally reasonable
enough by comparison with primary productivity to lend credibil-
ity to the above estimates of shark population and energy terms,
If 25 to 50 percent of the annual shark productivity is taken as
an estimate of maximum sustainable yield, 6,500 to 13,500 kg of
shark meat per year would be available to a fishery at French
Frigate Shoals. Other constraints on a shark fishery would be
imposed by the advanced age at reproductive maturity and possible
effects on the sharks' food base caused by development of fish-
eries for other species.

Ecosystem modeling studies can provide valuable insights for
the fishery management process. It is important to determine the
effects of sharks on the system because of their high trophic
position and their large energy flows. This may be especially
true for the tiger and Galapagos sharks which are tpe two largest
fish in the system and can consume an important variety of large
prey.

For considerations of protecting sensitive species, it is
sig~ificant that the tiger shark is a major predator of the
threatened green sea turtle and may also attack the endangered
monk seal. Another management consideration is that these sharks
are, or will be, in direct competition with present and potential
fisheries for lobster and finfish in this area. A suitable eco-
system model can provide predictions of the effects af this com-
petition on catches and on populations of various components of
the ecosystem. The results and preliminary interpretations of
the present research on sharks provide important initial approxi-
mations for such a model.
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ADDITIONS VO SPECIES OF FORANINIFERA FOUND IN SHAILOIf %hTER
SEDINENT OF THE HAWAIIAN ISLMlDS

Beatrice L. Burch, Thomas A. Burch, and Phillip Papish

Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817; Population
Surveys, Kailua, Hawaii 96734

During 1980 and 1981, 138 benthonic and 13 planktonic
foraminiferal species were collected off Oahu and the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands from Nihoa through Pearl
and Hermes Atoll. Shipeck sediment grab samples were
taken by the scientific personnel of the NOAA R/V
'ggi~e~ ~~ and the research vessel JnnMiIha VJJ.
The greatest species diversity was found off Oahu �00
species!, Necker Island �9 species!, and French Frig-
ate Shoals  82 species!. Fifty-one species were added
to the number of foraminifera reported from the North-
western Hawaiian Xslands from the Tanager Expedition.

Foraminiferida
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands

INTRODUCTION

Nearshore sediments surrounding the Hawaiian Xslands are
composed of up ta 25 percent foraminifera, according to Moberly
and Chamberlin �964! . Other major sediment components are coral
fragments and coralline algae which form a substrate for living
f orams.

Phillips �977! has summarized the early reports on forami-
nifera from the shallow waters of Hawaii. Other reports are from
the Bishop Museum's Tanager Expedition from Kaula to Midway by
Cushman �925! r reef and shore fauna of Hawaii by Edmondsan
�946!; recent and fossil nearshore marginal marine material by
Resig �969, 1974!; sediment production by Muller �974!; sedi-
ments in Kahana Bay using foraminifera as sediment tracers by
Coulbourn and Resig �915! > and shallow-water samples from off
Kahe Point, Oahu by Phillips �977! .
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Methods of obtaining samples from earlier cruises involved
tangles, bucket and Petersen grabs, various types of trawls, and,
from the Tanager Expedition, soap on the bottom of lead sound
lines. Much of the shallow-water nearshore work involved scuba
and fouling panels.

NETIODS

Sedimentary material was examined from three l98l cruises to
the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands and off Oahu by the NOAA R/V
Q<Zgg~ ~g6mll of the National Marine Fisheries Service.
Thirty-eight bottom samples from Nihoa to Pearl and Hermes Atoll
were taken using a Shipeck grab over ground where Kona crab popu-
lations had shown promise for commercial exploitation at depths
ranging from 22 to 84 m. A single Shipeck sample from 94 m from
the >i~~ gxgg~ and a bucket dredge sample from 52 m from
the >4g~iguL 5gL from Mamala Bay, Oahu, were examined for compar-
ison with the more northerly fauna.

Qualitative sorting of l3 cc unsieved sand from each sample
was made using a Bausch and Lomb stereozoom M4 dissecting micro-
scope generally at a magnification of 20x to 25x. Sorting
continued for 2 hours after no additional species were found.
Identifications were made using an M5 Wild stereodissecting
microscope and a Greenough Olympus stereoscopic binocular
microscope.

RI'SMTS AjID CCNNBITS

Sediments examined were generally fine to fairly fine sand
composed of coral and foraminiferal material, with additional
coarse fragments of coralline algae and coral limestone. Most
grab samples were from l00 to 2,000 cc. Small samples of 5 to 50
cc of sand were obtained when there was a thin layer of sediment
over a hard bottom. The common components of the sand were the

hill hlhh h h h ~
h.~'ll l~

" I h hill hhh I
dant at only one station, although it was found frequently in
minor quantities at other stations.

The common shallow-water foraminifera of the Northwestern
Hawaiian waters are quite similar to the fauna from other Indo-
Pacific areas and Oahu. However, some species that farm sand in
the Philippines and Guam are missing in the Hawaiian chain. Only
one Cellanthus specimen waa found, although it is very common in
the far western Indo-Pacific and Cornuspira and Cornuspiroides
occurred only in deeper waters off Oahu. Fairly large numbers of
foraminiferal species are common in the tropics and subtropics,
but many are represented by very small numbers. Except for the
few species that were extremely abundant, usually only one to
five specimens of a species were found at a station. Up to 50
specimens per species were very rarely found.
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In our studies, 100 species were found at the two statians
from Mamala Bay, Oahu, although 400 estimated by Phillips �977!
were found to occur off Oahu in shallow water off Kahe Point in a
series of stations.

A complete listing of the location and depth of each station
is given in Table 1. Each station is numbered cansecutively from
east to west and each different area is given a different letter.
The species found from all of the stations at each area are shown
in Tables 2 and 3. Few pelagic species �3! were found, as is
usual in shallow-water nearshore depths. All three foraminiferan
suborders are represented. Few textulariina were found in all
areas with 9 species from Oahu and 5 species from the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands; Miliolina were represented by 49
species off Oahu and 51 species in the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands. Rataliina were more abundant in the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands with 74 species compared with only 46 species
from Oahu. The species found in depths of 10 to 49 m in the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands are frequently collected in
slightly deeper waters of 100 to 200 m off Oahu. Some species
were relatively mare abundant in certain localities. Species and
specimens of Rataliina increased from French Frigate Shaals
northwest to Pearl and Hermes Atoll, although species camposition
differed between stations and between areas.

Thirty-eight benthic species were faund widely spread from
Oahu to Pearl and Hermes Atoll. These were 2 Textulariids, 15
Milialids, and 21 Rataliids, all reported in shallow waters from
Samoa  Cushman, 1924!, the Philippines  Graham and Militante,
1959!, and Guam  Todd, 1966!.

Cushman �925! found 67 species of foraminiferids between
Nihaa and Pearl and Hermes Atoll during the Tanager Expedition.
Eighty-five �2 percent! of the 118 species taken in the same
area by the Tgm~~ @~gyp~ were not reported from the earlier

I 8» . Kl
h

missing from the northwestern island chain, it was noted that
II '" 1 f pl YP»

*if

In Figure 1 the differences in the numbers of species found
in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands and the two Oahu stations
are summarized. There were fewer species at stations of 20 to 49
m than from thase beyond 50 m. Species diversity was almost
twice as great off Oahu than in the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands, except for one station at French Frigate Shoals and
another at Pearl and Hermes Atoll. However, the number of
species increased from Maro Reef to Pearl and Hermes Atoll.
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TABLE l. STATIONS FROM OFF OAHU AND THE NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS ARRANGED FROM EAST TO WEST

Iatitude
 North!

Irongituda
 ~!

Depth
 M.!

99

01A
02A
038
04C
05C
06D
07D
OBD
09D
10D
llD
12D
13E
14E
15E
l6E
178
18E
198
20E
21E
22E
23F
24F
25F
26F
27F
28F
29F
30G
31G
32G
33H
34H
35H
368
37H
38I
39J
40J

BURG>80047
'ICBlol-129
Ta	01~3%2
'IC8101&12EI3
TC8101%1~2
TCS101~2E!8
~101-042-04
%$101&37%5
'K8101&37EI4
TCB101%37%3
%$101&37&2
TC8101%37%1
%8103M!ll
TQ! 103-008
TC8 104-116
'ICB1ol-115
TC8 104-1 14
'KBlol-119
TC8103%17
'F104-113
'%8104-U.7
'ICS1 ~18
%8104-032
'IC8104~5
%%104&96
TQI104-105
'IC8104-106
'168104-097
'IC8104&98
'IC8 10~9
TCS 104-087
'IC8 104-086
TC8104&43
TC8104~4
~104&42
'IC8 104 � 041
K8104&38
'IC8104~8
'IC8104-065
'KXI104-066

06/21/80
08/27/81
02/20/81
02/09/Sl
02/09/81
02/19/81
02/19/81
02/17/81
02/17/Sl
02/17/81
02/17/81
02/l7/81
06/14/81
o6/13/81
08/18/81
08/1 8/81
oe/18/sl
o8/18/81
o6/16/81
08/18/81
08/18/81
07/24/81
07/26/Sl
08/17/81
oS/17/81
08/18/81
o8/18/81
oS/17/81
08/17/81
08/16/81
OS/16/81
08/16/81
07/28/81
07/28/81
07/28/81
07/28/81
07/28/81
OS/1O/Sl
08/07/81
OS/07/81

Mammla Bay, Gahu
Mmaala Bay, Oahu
Nihoa
Bank No. 3
Bank No. 3
Necker Island
Necker Island
Necker Island
Necker Island
Nacker Island
Necker Island
Necker Island
French Frigate Shoals
French Frigate Shoals
French Frigate Shoals
French Frigate Shoals
French Frigate Shoals
FrenCh Frigate ShOala
French Frigate Shoals
French Frigate Shoals
French Frigate Shoals
French Frigate Shoals
Gardmr Pinnacles
Garrher Pinnacles
Ger cher Pinnacles
Gar~r Pinnacles
Ger re.r Pinnacles
Ger@mr Pinnacles
Gar her Pinnacles
Raita Bank
Raita Bank
Raita Bank
Mara Reef
Mero Reef
Maro Reef
Mero Reef
Mero Reef
Lisianski Island
Pearl and Herms Atoll
Pearl and Hermes Atoll

21 16.4'
21 16.9'
23'10.8'
23'13.2'
23'12.8'
23'25.6'
23'26.5'
23'40.2'
23'40.0'
23'39.7'
23 39.5'
23'39.7'
23 49.0'
23'50.0'
23'45.0'
23 44.7'
23'45.2'
23'49.4'
23'46.0'
23 45 8'
23'49.2'
23'41.3'
24 59.0'
25'00.9'
25'01.8'
25'00.8'
25'00.5'
25'02.3'
25 02 7'
25'38.3'
25'34.8'
25 33.0'
25'22 5'
25 22.5'
25 22.2'
25 23.4'
25 24.3'
26 03.7'
27'46.2'
27'46. 3 '

157'51.1'
157'53. 2'
161'50.7'
163'08.9'
163'09.2'
164'18.1'
164'18.8'
164'38.7'
164'39.2'
164'39 3'
164'40.5'
164'40.7'
166'19.0'
166'20.0'
166'21.7'
166 22.7'
166 22.9'
166 22.9'
166'23.0'
166 23 1'
166'23.1'
166 18.3'
168 14.8'
168'02.7'
16S 05.8'
168 06 0'
168'06.0'
168 07.8'
168 11.6'
169 25.2'
169'25.7'
169 26.0'
170'52.0'
170 52.0'
170 52.2
170 52.6'
170 52.9'
174'02.3'
l75 47 Sr
175'47.7'

52
94
64
84
68
56
58
82
82
56
60
78
14
12
26
50

54 ?
62
54
23
34
32
30
32
30
34
34
34
34
34
72
70
70
68

70 ?
73
69



TABLE 2. PLANKTONIC FORAMINIFERA FROM OAHU TO PEARL AND HERMES
REEF

Location
Species

P* P P � � P P P

QMiLI Jiik

psp

F' � � � P

P F F P P Fspa

P C~spi

A = Oahu, B Nihoa, C Bank No. 3, D = Necker, E
French Frigate Shoals, F Gardner Pinnacles, G Raita
Bank, H = Maro Reef, I = Lisianski Island, J = Pearl and
Hermes Atoll

Note:

100

«P = Present
'F = Few

>C = Common

A B C D E F G H I J

P P P

P P P

P � P P � - - - P



TABLE 3. BENTHIC FORAMINIFERA PRON THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS  OAHU TO
PEARL AND HERMES ATOLL!

Location
Species

A B C D E F G H I J

sp,

sp,

P PF C P F
P

P

P

P

~ammu~

xQk5hkhk P
P - P P P8P,

P

sp ~

P P P

P 0 FC � � � P

P - � � P
cf.

A = Oahu, B = Nihoa, C = Bank No. 3, D = Necker, E =
French Frigate Shoals, F = Gardner Pinnacles, 6 = Raita
Bank, H = Naro Reef, I = Lisianski Island, J = Pearl and
HermeS AtOll

Note:

kp
tF
'c =
"A =

Present
Few

Common
Abundant

pk
F~
C"

F

P P
F � P

P P P

F P P P
F

F P P



TABLE 3. BENTHIC FORAMZNIFERA PROll THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS  OAHU TO
PEARL AND HERMES ATOLL!  continued!

Location

Species
B C D E F G H I J

1im4a&
P F P FF F

C
29XKR2Lhk

P F
c ' a

P P C
0 ~ |. F C F F C P F

P P P

MFiui~ ht a&vaDa
P F

8P.
EOt~QX~ sP.

Rl a
sP.

F P P

P P

P P PF P

F

P F P
sp0

P P

P
ll P PP P

F%~i~~ QSL~M~R

P F
zarxina ~Ox' ~ZlMa P P

3.02

F F P
F P

P P

F F

P - P P

P

P P

P
P P
P

F F P F
F

P P P



TABLE 3. BENTHIC FORAMINIFERA FROM THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS  OAHU TO
PEARL AND HERMES ATOLL!  continued!

Location
Species

A B C D E F 6 H I J

P P
P PP

P F P F
A F

P F

F F

P P
A C A A

F
92Lf~ sP. 2

P

P

F P

stale~ P P'I
~ma sp 2

sp.
sp.

'l

P

P
P � F F

~>@jan sp.

l ill'

MLiXina sp.
2

P P
F

P P PP
P � � F P P

P � P P

P � P F
P
CF F P F

cf.

ll JIEE
P P

P - - P

P P

P

P

P
sp,

EkQkll,Lhk ZQQP~k

P P
/~~i/ ~QQg
Rasalism n- sp. RXadx
E '

LQJRL1,1D4 sP ~

x~MDlhR

SPo

l03

~ llEEE~

E' ll
III Il ill ill

A"
C P A
P � P

P

P

F F F F

F P P P

P P
P P - P

A C F C
p - � P

P

P P P P
P P



TABLE 3. BENTHIC PORAMINIFERA PRON THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS  OAHU TO
PEARL AND HERMES ATOLI,!  continued!

Location
Specie8

A B C D E F G H I J

P � P F

P P

kHlPSi~ RiW«~ Mp~ P P

p P
8P.

P

A

F CA F
l~<2Jll.'585 x~RJUiQ5
XQ 'I!

P

A AA A A P P
A A

A A

F A
Rimmed

P FP P

P P C PP P8P

kYMi1lhk 91!MLhh
Zl

M 4E

P P
F

P PF P CP P
F P C PP

A
P P

p.
]gKXji2g 8P.
ZloalJJLQ sP.
Zulher~ 8P.

P P
P P

8P. 1
8e1auia sp.

P

l04

A F P
A A F P
P P P

A F P
A A A

P P P F P P
A F P
C A
A

P P F
A A A
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Although the To~i~ ~i~i~ samples have increased the
number of known foraminifera found in the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands, it is clear that the list of species is far from
complete as only shallow-water sampling was done. Further col-
lections, particularly from the deeper waters of the area, can be
expected to shaw differences between the NWHI and more tropical
areas.
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